SeqState: primer design and sequence statistics for phylogenetic DNA datasets.
Choosing and designing primers based on available DNA sequence data and statistical contrasting of domains or structural features is a common routine among molecular biologists. Currently available, free software tools were found to lack desirable features related to these tasks. This was the motivation for developing a new program, SeqState. SeqState locates regions that remain to be sequenced in phylogenetic DNA datasets, evaluates user-provided primers and selects primers best suited to fill gaps in the sequences. If the primers provided by the user are unsuitable, new primers are designed. Primers can be loaded from a primer database, be supplied as part of the alignment or be entered manually. The position of internal primers is automatically localised in the loaded data file. Primers can be edited, and changes and new primers can be saved to the database. Primer sheets allow the user to view internal dimers, complements to a second primer, mismatches to all loaded sequences, and other primer characteristics. Calculation of various sequence statistics can be requested for the whole dataset or parts thereof (character sets), with standard errors estimated by bootstrapping. Insertion-deletion events can be evaluated statistically and encoded for subsequent phylogenetic analysis according to several published coding principles.